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Presteigne takes America
on ‘live’ morning safari
from Tanzanian crater
Presteigne Broadcast Hire
provided technology, project
management, and system
design for deployment of its
mobile IP Mesh system for
Good Morning America’s
“GMA on Safari”.
GMA on Safari was the first GMA event
to be simultaneously broadcast live in
360 degrees. GMA, produced by Disney–
owned ABC, took its audience on a live,
immersive 360-degree virtual reality tour
of one of the most breathtaking natural
wonders in Africa, the “Great Migration”,
where more than two million wildebeest,
zebra, and gazelle graze in the lush
surrounds of the Ngorongoro Crater, the
world’s largest inactive volcanic caldera.

To make it all work, the production team
turned to Presteigne, which deployed a
wide area NETNode IP mesh system from
Domo Broadcast between the crater and
the base camp, interfaced at the base
camp with Presteigne’s Idirect-based
technology (working on the Melcom
satellite network). This was used for the
live VR pictures, offline uploads, and other
IP/Internet based services.
Presteigne also deployed wide area,
low delay HD RF circuits for the roving
jeeps to service video and audio from
the drones, plus a presenter camera
and further long-lens camera system
with a stabilised Canon HJ40 lens
and accessories.

“GMA needed the fixed VR and dronemounted cameras to be able to transmit
from anywhere in the immense Ngorogoro
Crater. We’re experts in establishing RF
systems in very challenging locations and
conditions, but the scale of the crater
and surrounding area was, quite literally,
a new order of magnitude.”
Martin Sexton, Manager
RF & Special Cameras

GMA showcased the wildlife using a total
of five drone-mounted camera systems
plus a stationary IM360 virtual reality
camera. The latter enabled viewers on
Internet-enabled devices to see and
control their own experience from any
phone, tablet, desktop, or VR headset
to create the illusion of being there.
For the remote production concept to
work, all video, audio, co-ordination and
IP signals had to be individually linked
to the gallery in the US. In addition, GMA
needed a fully remote HD production
setup with three RF-linked jeeps; wide
angle cameras; and a long-lens camera.
All of the technology had to be able to
transmit in HD from anywhere within the
260 square kilometres of the 610-metre
deep crater.
Live 360 VR from Tanzanian Crater
Image credit: DJI/Ferdinand Wolf

Presteigne provides three-pod
production and post system
for Formula One production
Presteigne Broadcast Hire was
awarded a contract by Whisper
Films to provide on-location
technical resources for their
agreement with Channel 4 to
produce its three-year coverage
of ten FIA Formula One World
Championship™ races each year
from 2016-2018, plus highlight
shows of the remaining 11 races
in each season.
In addition to providing a technical crew
to support Whisper’s production team
at each race venue, Presteigne designs,
delivers, and transports rapid-turnaround
editing, production, post and control
facilities that switch 15 feeds from host
broadcasters with three wireless cameras
used to cover presenters in the pits and
paddock, including radio microphones
and wireless in-ear monitoring for
the presenters.

Video

The total technology package fits into
just three compact container pods for
multi-site transport via cargo aircraft.
Given the nature of the sport, Presteigne’s
primary challenge is to ship the technology
quickly, efficiently, and unobtrusively.
Three customised, lightweight cases
were therefore commissioned that include
air conditioning and power distribution.
Along with editing and control technology,
the pods also include fibre cabling and
advanced RF technology which are
crucial for weight and performance
considerations.
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Live 4K theatre
becomes near
virtual reality

Having already partnered with National Theatre Live, Vue
Entertainment, and Sony Digital Cinema 4K on Hamlet, The Beaux’
Stratagem, and Behind the Beautiful Forevers, Presteigne helped
to reveal every 4K detail of the National Theatre Live’s production
of double 2016 Olivier Award-winning “Hangmen”. Hangmen won
Olivier’s as the Virgin Atlantic Best New Play, and the Blue-i
Theatre Technology Award for Best Set Design.
National Theatre Live partnered with the Royal Court and Playful Productions to
broadcast Hangmen from London’s West End. With technology and support from
Presteigne, via NEP Visions, the production was captured in ultra-high detail by
Sony Digital cinema with six Sony PMW-F55 cameras for projection to audiences
across Vue Cinemas’ 84-site estate.
Hangmen was shot and screened in Sony 4K exclusively for Vue cinemas, which enabled
audiences to fully appreciate the expanded colour space captured by the Sony PMW-F55
4K camera supplied by Presteigne, which provided cinema-goers a far richer, more vibrant
on-screen presence than with conventional HD transmission.
4K productions are rapidly removing the perceived limits of event cinema - and the
coverage of live events as a whole - not least because such high quality makes such
events so much more accessible to those who cannot attend in person. Presteigne is
perfectly positioned to play a central technical role in producing and delivering those
live aesthetics, whether on-stage or off-site.

“It was, without exaggeration, about as close as
you could get to actually being on the front row in the
live auditorium, but with the ability to shift between
six seats. For an audience to see every detail, every
nuance in colour, tone, and texture, has the inevitable
result of drawing them in mentally and, almost,
physically. Couple that with the compelling narrative
quality of Hangmen and it’s a true step-change in
live theatre production.”
Chris Eyles, Operations Manager

Presteigne engineers fashioned a GoPro
camera and a Vislink transmitter under
the seat of select cyclists
The breadth of Presteigne’s
expertise spans from the very
large to, in some cases, the very
small. Both, however, deliver
big results.

Wireless RF at Oxford & Cambridge
Boat Race 2016
Every April, teams representing
the two oldest universities in
England, Oxford and Cambridge,
meet on the River Thames to
test their mettle in the Boat
Race, one of the oldest and
toughest challenges in rowing.
The course, from Putney to Mortlake is
a 4.2-mile (6.8 km) tidal stretch of the river
in south-west London, where rapturous
crowds pack both riverbanks. This year’s
race was covered as usual by BBC Sport
and saw Cambridge extract a two-and-ahalf length victory over their rival.
Presteigne Broadcast Hire again provided
all the RF and special camera facilities
to enable comprehensive coverage by
implementing a wireless mesh technology
to route a large number of differing
sources over a single RF network.
Using cabled cameras everywhere is
impractical because of the crowds and
the length of the course, so Presteigne
provided eight RF cameras in three fixed
locations plus two cameras on each of the
two racing boats, four cameras on three
vessels following the race including the
umpire’s boat, and cameras on two
helicopters.

Presteigne’s wireless mesh covered the
whole of the race section of the river,
driven from five hubs along the banks
connected to permanent BT fibre circuits,
with signals auto-switching as they
moved from hub to hub.
Using RF technology from companies like
Domo Broadcast and the Net Caddie IP
system from Bluebell Opticom, Presteigne
used IP for every source. The IP mesh
network also reduced the number of
technical operators required because
camera parameters could be controlled
from the truck rather than by engineers
on chase boats.
While Presteigne worked with its
technology partners, it developed and
proved the mesh network in-house. This
is the third time the technique has been
used on such a large event, and over
such a big area.
“The Boat Race is always a huge technical
challenge, but mesh networks are a significant
game changer in the way outdoor sports are
covered. It vastly simplifies the way technical
facilities are provided, which in turn reduces
the requirement for on-site technical crew.
Latency is almost zero, which enables the
production team to get more cameras
much closer to the action.”
Claire Griffiths, Crew Manager

A good recent example is Presteigne’s
involvement with professional cycling,
where it provided a complete, highly
compact onboard camera and production
solution for Aurora Media’s production of
“Six Day London”, an elite track cycling
event held at the Velodrome at Lee Valley
VeloPark, formerly the 2012 Summer
Olympics Velodrome in Stratford,
East London.
Six Day races are comprised of varied
forms of racing featuring many of the
world’s top professional riders. To cover
the event for broadcast, Presteigne
provided Aurora Media with all production
technology, technical staff, and engineering
support for sound, video, rigging and
EVS operation.
To enhance production values and provide
viewer excitement, and once approved
for use by the sport’s governing body,
Presteigne also provided cycle-mounted
wireless transmitters. One was mounted

on the head of the rider of a pace-setting
cycle, and others were mounted front and/
or rear of racing cycles themselves.
This was the first time these systems had
been used for live coverage of such an
event, and they worked flawlessly. The live
coverage on Eurosport and other delivery
platforms looked fantastic, so much so
that it impressed a production team from
one of the world’s most devout cycling
nations, Belgium.
Belgian broadcasters VRT’s Director of
TV Sport Philippe Lombaerts said, “We
saw the quality of coverage achieved by
Presteigne’s live on-bike camera system
during the Six Day race in London and
decided it would be a great idea to try it in
Ghent on the final day of our ‘Six Days of
Ghent’ coverage for us and Eurosport.”
Ghent’s Kuipke Velodrome is renowned for
its tight, exacting track with precious little
room for error. This meant that the wireless
transmitters and cameras, in addition to
being unobtrusively cycle-mounted just
beneath the saddle of selected bikes, had
to be further customised to enable them to
deliver uninterrupted pictures and, more
importantly, exciting viewing.

SC100 SteadyCam
– a powerful all-in-one
option for broadcasters
Presteigne’s SC100 all-in-one camera package is ideal for the
flexibility required for fast-moving sports, concert, or event
coverage, plus so much more. The freedom of movement to
roam a touchline or shoot from the most favourable angles
on an active stage is made so much easier with the SC100’s
compact, powerful, and rugged specifications.
The light-weight SC100 camera package can be fitted with a leading transmitter for the
primary transmission path according to the encoding/decoding preferences of the user.
An additional option to take advantage of specific transmission bands also makes the
system even more flexible and, importantly, reliable.
The system includes a compact form factor Sony camera that can be colour matrix
matched to popular Grass Valley and Sony OB cameras, and controlled from the relevant
manufacturer’s OCP for simplicity. The video return system has the option of operating in
a licensed portion of the 2 GHz band, which can be rented by the user to avoid mobility
restrictions when using shared, non-protected bands. This ensures freedom from the
interference that is so often prevalent at live events. A four-antenna diversity reception
system – eight antennas are available for more complex jobs – provides the best in
maximal ratio combining (MRC) diversity.
Rounding out the package is a mount to fit a Steadicam rig and two-way, low-latency
RF circuits. Popular Domo Broadcast RF links use a four-antenna diversity reception
system for stable coverage, and an eight-antenna system is available as an option
to cover larger areas.

Specifications include:
• Sony P1 camera head integrated into
the Steadicam mount
• Camera is OCP selectable to colour match
Grass Valley LDK800 and Elite cameras,
and Sony P1, 1500 and 2500 cameras
• Domo Broadcast MPEG-4 RF link with four
antenna diversity supplied as standard
• Operates in licensed frequency bands
between 1.98 – 2.7 GHz or 7.0 – 7.5 GHz
• Return video feed and camera control
data link in the 1.15 – 1.4 GHz band

• Custom telemetry system UCS9500, 		
developed by Presteigne, to interface
Sony or Grass Valley OCP to the camera
• Up to four cameras can be controlled
simultaneously on a single base unit
and RF channel
• An eight antenna receive capability
is available as an option for multiple
area coverage
• Supplied with a six battery IDX kit

For more information call us on +44 (0)1293 651300.

“The SC100 has already proven to be extremely popular, and we’re greatly encouraged
by not only the success stories we’ve heard, but the new ways our customers are finding
to deploy the system to their benefit. Ultimately, it all comes down to simplicity, portability,
and reliability. We’re proud to have found a way to include so many ‘bilities’ in such a highly
useful bit of kit and we’re still finding more, which means the success of this product will
continue to grow.”
Mike Ransome, CEO
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Presteigne Broadcast Hire
provided the full studio and
production facility for One-Ten
Productions’ 10-week run of the
relaunched TFI Friday that aired
weekly on the UK’s Channel 4
last year.
One-Ten asked Presteigne to supply
the full production facilities for TFI Friday,
recreating the set from the iconic and, at
times anarchic, show’s ‘90s heyday, at
a new location in a vacant theatre in
central London.
Presteigne supplied cameras, lenses,
sound, gallery, master control room, server
and control, furniture, and technical crew.
One-Ten Productions specialises in the
development of high tech production
solutions for studios and post production.
The high-energy nature of TFI Friday
required all of it experience, coupled with
reliable support in terms of technology and
deployment. Presteigne Broadcast Hire
responded by selecting and delivering the
appropriate technology for the series as
well as ongoing, onsite technical support.
Because TFI Friday is a fast-paced show,
the technology had to be able to cope
with a degree of uncertainty and rapid
change. Likewise, it was important not
to force the production team into an
on-the-job learning curve.

Reliably supplying the best equipment on dry hire and
systems rental to the broadcast industry for 25 years.
Talk to us today about your next project.
Tel: +44 (0)1293 651300 Email: info@presteigne.tv

Presteigne supplied established and
reliable broadcast technology deliberately
chosen to suit the show’s production
requirements, as well as be familiar to
the production team. 10 Sony HDC-2500
camera channels; a selection of Canon
lenses; a Sony MVS-8000 switcher;
a 256x256 Imagine Communications
Platinum router; an RTS ADAM intercom
matrix with KP32 and KP12 key panels;

and a Calrec Artemis sound desk that was
very familiar to the sound supervisor.
The lighting team was catered for with
Presteigne supplied OLED monitors that
were identical to the camera shading
monitors so the production team could
see precisely what was being captured
in the studio.
Presteigne also looked after the production
crew by providing Presteigne’s own studio
furniture to make the TFI Friday studio
feel like a real, permanent setup, which is
unusual for a temporary install. The view
there was, again, to make the production
team feel as comfortable and familiar with
the surroundings as possible.
One-Ten Productions did a superb job of
organising the venue ahead of Presteigne’s
arrival, which made the set-up and
configuration technically very smooth.
That co-operation was a core component
that continues to enable production teams
to make the kind of programmes they
envision, whether it’s brand new, or the
revitalisation of a popular format.

Presteigne
Broadcast Hire
Dedicated to meeting the demands
of professional production 24/7/365
MBO for the Future
Sometimes, perhaps often, after
25 years you realise it’s time to
pause and reﬂect for a moment,
but the pace of change in our
industry leaves little time for
such musings.
However, it has left time for one of the most
momentous, and exciting changes in Presteigne’s
illustrious history, and that’s the completion of
a management buyout (MBO).

“The impact of this
MBO is that it will fully
empower us to not only
embrace the changes
that are taking place,
but stay well ahead
of the curve.”
Mike Ransome, CEO

After a quarter century of highly successful,
often challenging, but always satisfying business
performance, I decided the time was right for the
company I started to fully return to the hands that
nurtured it from infancy and grew it into the mature,
stable, experienced business it is today.

With this MBO, we are now perfectly positioned
for the next phase of what will undoubtedly be
accelerated growth as we enter a world of rapid
advances in RF, IP and 4K acquisition, management,
and delivery.
What we used to call “broadcast” is in many cases
now barely recognisable, most because the speed
to change has become a blur. This MBO will enable
Presteigne to regain total control over how we plan
for, invest in, and – most importantly – respond
to the requirements of our rapidly growing client
base worldwide.

Little did we know in 1991 that, just as we were
getting to grips with c:/, along would come three
identical letters that would change the world forever,
www. To say those consecutive w’s are profound,
understates their significance to our personal and
professional lives.

It also understates their impact on the expectations
of professionals of every stripe, and meeting those
expectations – given the pace of change that has
emerged in broadcasting, right from the advent of
digital production and delivery, HD, and, now 4K,
IP and beyond – would have been daunting had it
not been for our investment in skill sets and training
that anticipated each transition, training that carries
on today.

The impact of this MBO is that it will fully empower
us to not only embrace the changes that are taking
place, but stay well ahead of the curve. The benefits
to our customers will be enormous as it will enable
us to react quickly, a hallmark for which I humbly
submit we are already well regarded. But, to mangle
a cliché, time waits for no one, and the time is right
for Presteigne to wait no longer in moving to the
next phase of its success.

In short, by completing this MBO we’re taking control
of our business by building on a foundation that we
specifically created to enable us to do just that. The
next 25 years are ripe with opportunities, many of
these we will not have thought possible today.
But we didn’t think www. was possible in 1991.
Here’s to the next quarter century.

Mike Ransome
Mike Ransome, CEO
Presteigne Broadcast Hire
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